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PRINCIPAL'S WELCOME BACK MESSAGE

Although teachers enjoy the summer break with our families, we do miss the TWS children and it is

always wonderful to welcome them back to school and hear all their summer stories. We always start

the school year full of optimism and excitement for the year ahead and this year has been no

different. I hope you and your families had a fantastic summer and that your children are well rested

and ready for the hard work ahead of them this year.

I always spend the summer thinking about what we will change to make the school an even better

place for our students. As usual we have made some improvements to the buildings over the summer

and the school is now looking better than ever. But buildings alone do not make a great school and so it

is always a real pleasure to meet the staff at the start of term and talk to them about how we can

improve the education we provide.

This year we have two areas of focus and are working hard to make sure we achieve high standards in

both. These are:

• Improving the wellbeing and happiness of all our students

• Making sure our students get the best possible grades in their assessments and school reports

I hope you agree that I always listen to your feedback and always act on it when I can. If you have any

thoughts on how we might improve in these two focus areas this year I would love to hear them. As

always you will find me on the gates in the morning or you can send me an email. As you can imagine in a

school of our size I receive a high number of emails every day and, although I can’t always give a

personal response, I do personally read every email sent to the Principal’s account.

Already this term I have acted on your feedback and in the first two weeks we made changes to

improve the following areas that parents reported were a problem:

• Heavy bags in Years 1-4 – most books are now being kept in school and we have a schedule of when

they should be brought home.

• Buses – I have worked closely with STS to ensure that new buses were added to the fleet and routes

changed to reduce travel times.

• Primary School lesson plans – you told us you valued us sending home details of what we were

teaching so that you could go through it with your children. We are working on ways to give you this

information in a simple format. 

I am looking forward to another excellent year this year and wish you and your children every success.

Carl Roberts

Executive Principal / CEO 
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A - level TOPPERS

Osandi Siyara Pallemulla

Hewage

4A*

Hashim Ishfaq

4A*

Hibah Sohail Siddiqui

4A*

Saleha Khan 

 4A*



A - level TOPPERS

Nooran Ahmed

3A*

Omer Rasool Shahid Rasool

3A*



A - level GRADUATES



A - level GRADUATES



AS level TOPPERS

Keziya Dominica Mascarenhas

5A

Anne Nicole Joson

4A

Rositta Bobby Puthisserry

4A



AS level TOPPERS

Fathima Sahla Ahamed Zibli

4A

Samaarah Rahman

4A

Maleesha Chamodi

Kottage Rajapaksha

4A

Haiya Siddique Chaudhary

4A



AS level TOPPERS

Muhammad Ahmed

4A

Baruch David Samuel

4A
Mir Sajidur Rahman

4A



IGCSE TOPPERS

Anusha Manzoor Fatmi

8A*

Zync Aggarao Infante

8A*

Sebastien Kirk Kerr Uy

8A*

Mohammad Hammad

Shahzad Afzal

8A*



IGCSE TOPPERS

Afreen Chowdhury

8A*

Aliah Anish Vadgama

8A*

Althaf Mohammed

Cheruvayil Shaju

8A*

Hannah Grace Hamouda

8A*



IGCSE TOPPERS

Abdullah Fawad

7A*

Adham Asaad Elsayed

Hamed Ouf

7A*

Salma Abbod Elfatih

Mohamed Bashir

7A*

Muneeb Waqar Ghouri

7A*



IGCSE TOPPERS

Amna Bint-E- Kashif

7A*

Dena Mohammad Sami Sawalha

7A*

Basma Hamed

Abdelrahman Hamed

7A*



IGCSE TOPPERS

Shafiya Ahmed Raais

7A*

Farah Alrawe

7A*

Iman Khalid Sal Qureshi

7A*

Sajed Ziyaei

7A*



IGCSE TOPPERS

Zaid Abubaker Al Samarie

7A*

Muhammad Ibtesam Sardar

7A*

Mohamed Fawzy Elsawah Ghaly

7A*



IGCSE TOPPERS

Maira Aleem

7A*

Saleha Anwar

7A*

Arooba Amir

7A*

Manujaya Priyashan

Fernando Kurukulasuriyalage

7A*



MICROSOFT SHOWCASE SCHOOL

 

We are proud that we have been selected by the Microsoft Corporation to be a

Showcase School. 

It is a status which makes us part of a community comprised of “leading

educators and outstanding schools across the globe”. In addition, it gives us

access to a valuable bank of resources for IT Integration in teaching / pedagogy.

The Westminster School demonstrates thought-leadership in building a school-

wide vision as the starting place for a holistic digital transformation using

Microsoft’s Education Transformation Framework. 

TWS is very active in considering IT integration into the teaching environment to

cope with the fast pace in every sector and endeavor, globally. By doing so, we

don’t only provide recognition to school itself, but this privilege is also extended

to teachers through high caliber courses provided to enhance teaching and

interactive encountering with students in classrooms, therefore the experience

is further extended to students, who become more of computational and critical

thinkers, rather than just observers and rote learners.

It is a place of inspiration, aspiration, and innovation based on the GEMS core

values and believe that improving education is the key to shaping a sustainable

future for ourselves and those around us.




